
Cloth Menstrual
Pads

Colourful, Soft, Comfortable, Eco
Friendly & Economical. 

Cloth menstrual pads are simply a reusable alternative
to disposable sanitary pads.  Made from soft and highly
absorbent  fabrics,  they  are  often  shaped to  fit  better
and feel more comfortable than disposable pads.

Modern  cloth  menstrual  pads  are  a  far  cry  from the
strips of  folded old cotton “rags” women used in the
past.  Cloth pads can be as unique as the clothing you
wear,  while  providing  the  same  leak  protection  (or
greater) than disposable pads.

With different lengths, widths and absorbencies available
you can find the perfect fit.   From tiny pantyliners for
everyday freshness to full coverage night pads. 

Cloth pads are no more "dirty" than using a handkerchief
or  underpants.   You  reuse  your  underpants,  sheets,
towels or clothing that get blood on them - so you can
safely wash and reuse a cloth pad! 

Do you hate running out of pads at inconvenient times?
Do you hate pads that never seem to fit right?
Do you hate spending money on throw away pads?
Do you want pads that feel comfortable and look cool?

It might be time to change your pad!

Buying cloth pads
How many pads you need depends on your flow, how
often you want to change pads and how often you want
to wash.  20 pads is a minimum recommended.  You'll
ideally want 3-4 night pads, 10-15 daytime pads plus
some small pads or pantyliners for the lighter start and
end days as well as any between period days where you
need a little more absorbency than just underpants.

It  is  advisable  to  buy  pads  one  at  a  time,  selecting
different  fabrics/shapes/brands,  so  that  you  can  see
what fabrics, shapes and sizes work best for you.  Then
you can buy more of the ones you liked.  While  sets
offer better value than buying separately, especially with
added postage,  if  you end up not  liking those  pads,
then it may not be cost effective.

Waterproofing is available in some cloth pads.  Some do
not have this.  The main waterproofing option is PUL.
Synthetic fleece fabrics can offer a water-resistant layer
which may not be as effective as PUL but is said to be
more breathable.  Whether you need waterproofing or
not depends on your flow and how often you are able to
change pads.  If your flow is heavy and/or soaks into a
small spot on the pad then you may need waterproofing
to avoid the pad leaking through.  If your flow is light
and/or spreads out over the pad then you may not need
any waterproofing.  If you are not able to change pads
frequently and would like the security of waterproofing
just in case you need it, then PUL waterproofed pads
would be recommended. 

To get an idea of what lengths and absorbencies to look
for, if you have been using disposables, measure one.
Then think about how well it suited you, and you'll know
if you want pads longer or shorter.

For more information on cloth pads go to
www.clothpads.org

Shop from a wide range of cloth pads at
www.clothpadshop.com
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Washing Cloth Pads
Cloth  pads  can  be  hand  or  machine  washed  -
depending on your preference and the manufacturer's
instructions.   Some  people  will  experience  staining
whereas others may not.  So there is no one best way
to  wash cloth pads,  it  depends on your lifestyle  and
how your blood stains.

Rinse method  – Rinse  out  the pads out as soon as
possible, with cold water until the water is clear.  These
can then be soaked or “drypailed” until washed.  This
method may reduce stains as the blood is washed out
of the pad.
Drypail  method – Leave the pads to dry until wash day.
Usually the pads are folded in half  to minimise odor.
This method can lead to staining for some people as
the blood dries into the pads.  It can be less messy and
uses less water than other options however.
Soaking method – Put  the  pads  into  a  container  of
water  to  soak  until  they  are  washed.  This  can  help
loosen stains however it may transfer stains onto light
fabrics.  The water must be changed at least once a
day to prevent odors. 
Shower Stomp – Place the pads down on the floor of
the shower and as you shower the water and soap will
help wash the pads (use your feet to help wash the
pads too).  Depending on how clean you get them, you
may  consider  this  washing enough,  or  you can then
hang them to dry until you machine wash them.

You may like to use a combination of these methods.
The important thing is that pads should be either left
soaking wet or dry, but not damp.  Leaving pads damp
for too long can lead to them going musty/mildewy.

Pads can be hung to dry using “sock hangers” to save
space.  Drying outside in the sun helps to freshen pads.

Stains can be treated with stain removers.  Do not use
bleach as this will fade and deteriorate the fabric.  If the
possibility of staining bothers you,  choose  dark fabrics
and patterns, where any staining will be less noticeable.
Never use fabric softeners as this can cause the pads
to repel water (affecting absorbency)



While cloth pads do cost more per pad than a disposable
one (around $10 each), because they are reusable they
are cheaper in the long term, as well as reducing waste.  

20 cloth pads would cost around $200.  However these
pads should last at least 3-5 years.  It is recommended
to have at least 20 pads, and to try different lengths,
fabrics and brands to find the best pads for your needs.

Disposable pads are usually individually wrapped as well
as being packaged in plastic.  This as well as the pads
themselves contributes to the waste of these products.

If you make your own cloth pads, then the cost is lower.
Cloth pads can be sewn by hand or machine.  You can
find  patterns  for  cloth  pads  online,  with  some  being
available for free and others to buy.  Fabrics such as old
tshirts and towels can be used to make your pads, which
makes them even more environmentally friendly.  Or new
fabrics can be purchased from fabric stores.  

Making periods nicer!
Being made of natural fibers, cloth pads are often said to
be less “sweaty” than disposables.  This is important not
only for comfort but it can help prevent conditions like
thrush.  The papery or plasticky toppers of disposable
pads can sometimes lead to chafing and skin irritations.
If  your flow is heavier disposable pads can sometimes
feel  wet. With different fabric  options available in cloth
pads – including bamboo, organic cottons and velour –
you can find cloth pads that feel nice to wear as well as
working efficiently.

If you need longer pads or pads with a flared back for
more coverage – you will  find a vast range of options
available in cloth pads.

We all  like to have nice looking things, to express our
individuality and surround ourselves with things we like.
Disposable pads are a boring purely functional item, but
cloth pads are designed to be colourful and nice to look
at.  To make your periods a bit more cheerful!  By having
cloth pads in fun prints you like,  periods can seem like
less of a hassle.

Adding it all up
The average disposable costs about 55c. If you use an
average of  4 pads a day for  a 5 day period, That’s
around 20 pads a month ($11), 240 a year ($132).   

Over 5 years that is 1200 disposables thrown away.

If you menstruate from age 10 until you reach the age
of 50,  over that time you will  have used and thrown
away around 9,600 pads, costing around $5,280.

If  you use  4 reusable  cloth  pads a day  for  5 days,
that's  20  pads  a  month,  you  reuse  those  20  pads
again each month.  So after 5 years, that's still only 20
pads.

How are cloth pads different?
They are washed and reused, instead of being thrown
away after  each use.   But  otherwise  you use  them
much the same way you would like a disposable pad.

Cloth pads normally have wings that fold around the
crotch of your underpants, and fasten with a snap or
other fastener.   They  don't  have adhesive  strips  to
stick onto your underpants like disposable pads have.
They instead rely  on the fabric  pad gripping to  the
fabric of your underpants, as well as the shape of the
pad  and  snug  fitting  underpants.   While  it  may  be
tempting  to  wear  your  oldest  and  most  worn  out
underpants when you have your period (in case they
get  stained)  it  is  best  to  use  well  fitting  cotton
underpants with any pads (even disposables) as they
will help hold the pad closer to your body and make
them  more  effective.   Choose  black,  red  or  highly
patterned underpants that won't show stains!

It  is also important  that the wings of  the pad snap
securely around the crotch of your underpants.  If the
pad is too loose (pad is wider than the crotch of your
underpants),  then it  may slide around.   This  is  the
main cause of slipping problems, and is easily fixed by
wearing underpants that match the pad width.

You may like to wear your cloth pads at home for a
while before you feel comfortable out in public.  This
will give you the chance to learn how often you need
to change them and which pads work best for you.

Some cloth  pads are  made with  a  waterproof  layer
inside them (PUL) to prevent any seepage through to
your underpants.  This can make them leak-proof, just
like  a  disposable  pad.   However  it  is  advisable  to
change your pad before it becomes too soaked. 

If you need to change your pad when out, place the
used  pad  into  a  plastic  bag  or  “wetbag”  until  you
return  home  to  wash  it.   Pads  can  be  folded  for
storage by folding the top and bottom ends into the
centre (soiled side in), snapping the wings together if
the pad shape allows this.  


